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Texting has become such an integral part of how we communicate, we often don't think twice about the types of messages we send. Whether it's sending a quick emoji or describing your day in its entirety, texting is usually our way of reaching out to others. However, there are a number of things that can not be said
about the text, no matter how comfortable or easy they may seem. Text etiquette has shifted over time, but there are still certain conversations worth having in person and rules that you should follow to ensure you don't hurt yourself or others. Text etiquette is becoming more important than ever now in today's mobile-first
culture, lifestyle coach Jaya Jaya Myra tells Shonu. How and when you text someone will definitely affect how they feel about you and even how they choose to communicate with you. From business to family to relationships, at some point you'll be texting, so it's best to know the right etiquette for all these different
scenarios. A big part of cultivating good relationships with people is communication, and that includes how you behave on your mobile phone. Sometimes it means losing your phone completely and opting for an in-person discussion. To make sure you're not upsetting anyone or potentially even hurting you, here are 13
things to look out for. 1Tell Someone bad news about your healthAl though it may be tempting to avoid a conversation, it's never a good idea to convey bad health messages via text, says Myra. This does not give a person a chance to fully process the information, and it may look as if you do not care about your feelings.
As hard as it can be, you are best to take the time for a real conversation when it comes to news about your wellbeing. He should come as no surprise, but avoid ending the relationship with someone in the text. It took a lot to cultivate a relationship, says Myra. If you want things to end in a conciliation, never stop for text.
They have a face-to-face conversation if the relationship is not toxic or abusive and it is safe to do so. In this way, your partner can treat correctly. 3Bring Up Old ArgumentAlthough you should generally stay away from intentionally dragging old problems, doing it through text in particular is a big no-no. Not only do you
unravel old dirt, but you do it in a passive-aggressive way that prevents someone from reacting in any meaningful way, says Myra. Things get misunderstood over text all the time because there is no tone of voice or body language to guess, making text the worst possible way to bring up an old problem. Sending a
password may seem innocent, but it can very easily get into the wrong hands. You never know who sees someone's phone or flips through someone's text messages, so it's never a good idea to send passwords via text message, says Myra. Also the phone is much easier hack than you might think, so send anything
through text vulnerable to theft. And let's not forget that people lose their phones and in some cases steal them. 5Send Unsolicited sexual photos You definitely want to make sure that the person on the receiving end is ok with what you are sending, especially if it is its sexual nature. Unwanted sexual advances happen
too often, says Tara Struyk, co-founder and editor-in-chief of Kinkly. This may include unsolicited nude photos, unauthorized sexts, and proceeds with sexual conversations and requests when a person has shown no interest. Whether you're writing or speaking in person, the rules are the same: Be respectful, be aware of
other people's boundaries, and above all, see if anyone is receptive to your suggestions before you make them, says Struyk.6The read about your workplaceEveryone sometimes has to vent its work, but be careful not to express your negative feelings in a text message, especially to a coworker. Friends (especially coworkers) can quickly become enemies, and your work could be at risk if these texts were shared with the wrong people, says the family's online safety advocate Sue Scheff. If you're having a bad day at work, consider joining your friend or off-tech coworker for a whining and wine session - no device. Hearing that
someone has passed is never a good feeling, but when you announce it via text, you have no idea where that person is or what they do when they receive it. This situation should be handled gently and not via text message, etiquette expert Jacquelyn Youst tells Shonu. You run the risk of being cold and heartless.
8Handle Work-related problemsI's nerve-wracking having to confront a coworker or your boss about the problem you have, but hiding behind your phone is not the way to go. Manage work-related issues personally, says Youst. You don't want to burn bridges in your career. Sometimes it's hard to ignore the instinct to text
your group chat about scandalous messages you've just heard, but you'll want to refrain from spreading information about others so easily through text. This is never a good idea because it's too easy to take a screenshot or send a message along with anyone, says Myra. The last thing you want is hardcore proof of your
negative gossip getting back into the wrong people. Business dealings are a delicate and delicate matter and are not suitable for text messages, says Myra. Personal interactions are necessary to build trust and trust, and you won't be able to do that in text. In fact, texting about business matters will make you look very
unprofessional. Instead, you have a face-to-face conversation and then finish what you discussed in a written contract. Telling someone you're pregnant is a big deal - whether it's a notification to your father or even just spreading news for family and friends. Bringing news of a new baby needs to be handled in person,
says Youst. Take the opportunity to spread good news in person, and show joy with words and body language. 12Say I Love You For the first TimeKaspars Grinvalds/FotoliaSaying you love someone for the first time is a great moment, and you don't want to underestimate it. You will never be taken seriously if you
convey something charged with so many emotions and feelings through an emotionless text message, says Myra. Use a personal conversation to express the depth of your emotions and openly discuss it with your partner. There's nothing more nervous than waiting for a response to a message like that. If you want to
make things right, apologize in person, admit you're doing wrong, and you have an action plan in place to fix things, says Myra. Everyone relates to an apology differently and needs different things to feel that the apology is sincere. One consistent thing is that you will never feel that out of your partner if you try to
apologize in the text. In fact, your apparent lack of attention and honesty is apt to make your problem even worse. Text messaging is one of the easiest ways to communicate, and is definitely effective for lighter conversations. But save harder topics for personally – some things were just meant to be said face to face.
There are so many different plans and options when it comes to your cell phone that sometimes it's hard to decide what you can afford and what's worth it for your lifestyle. Among the decisions when choosing a mobile phone plan is whether to include unlimited text messages, and we can safely say most of us opt in.
Well, friends, if you want to save some money and keep the texts coming, there are several apps that might be able to do that for you for free. Email me! With Text Me!, you can text anyone in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Australia, China, Pakistan, the UK and many other countries around the world for free. When
sent to the recipient, they receive your text like any other. In addition, if you want to call or video chat, both parties only need Text Me! Services. Users can also send pictures, video, and voice text messages, and after signing up with their Facebook account or email address, the app accesses your phone's address book
to see which of your contacts have the service. Once you've selected who you want to text, you can quickly share your location, use emoticons, or even send a photo or voice clip to the recipient at the touch of a button. Write to me! works on credit, initially delivering only 10, but various activities, such as watching videos
from the company, will earn you additional credit. However, you can always pay $1 for 40 credits or $10 for 500 if you want to give up the promotional avenue. In addition, even if the text messages inside the United does not use in-app credits — regardless of whether the recipient has an app — and contacts others
outside the U.S. who don't have the app. Available on: iOS, Android and Windows Phone WhatsApp With over 200 million monthly active users it is safe to say that WhatsApp is popular. The service is also comparably inexpensive, offers a free service for a year and provides follow-up plans for only $1 on both iOS and
Android devices. In addition to the usual text features, WhatsApp prides itself on its intuitive and simplified group chat options. With group chat, users can include up to 30 participants in the conversation and send fine maps, video clips, and audio samples that appear nicely without transporting the screen. In addition, the
platform app works with your existing number, allowing you to name and add a profile picture. Calls go directly through a regular mobile operator instead of an app, and even if they can't connect to Facebook, posting statuses in WhatsApp is always welcome. Plus, WhatsApp terms of use prohibit terrorists ... which is
always a nice little advantage for those of you who refuse to associate with known criminals ... Not that the terrorists want to come forward. Available on: iOS, Android, Blackberry and Windows Phone Viber Viber has more than 200 million users and we assume that these are not the same people who use WhatsApp.
With Viber, you can create a group conversation touting 40 people, mingling with emoticon-like stickers where you see fit. For example, phrases like let's roll can automatically become joyous sushi puns, complete with a rolling board and an animated wasabi ball that matches (pictured above). The app also includes
facebook integration updates with no status, so your friends can try to hit you on Viber at a time when you'd rather not. In addition, recent app updates boast a number of other emoticons, along with the ability to scraemote on photo posts and show if a message has been read. Viber is completely free, which means
international and domestic calls, texts and the like will not chip away at your wallet. Simply put, the app is definitely one of the best - if not the best - options out there. Available on: iOS, Android, BlackBerry, Windows Phone, Windows, Mac OS X and Linux Pinger To be modest about it, Pinger has a really nice look –
almost soothingly nice. Its navigation menu is primarily based on photos, so clicking on a contact's face gives you access to every text, call, photo, and voicemail you've ever exchanged with that person. Profile pictures are directly synced via Facebook to ensure that you are not required to capture the pic yourself, and
the service even provides users with a specific number other than that that tied to their mobile phone. In addition, the application offers the same when my message message seen as Viber, so you can always be sure that users have read your message and are simply bastards about the reaction to it. Oy vey! You can
contact anyone you want with Pinger, for free, regardless of whether they have an account in the United States, Canada, or any of the 35 or so countries included in the service. As mentioned, Pinger also provides voicemail, so viewing messages is a breeze no matter where you are. Unfortunately, the app can't make
emergency calls and remains cluttered with a few ads some time after its first debut, but you'd hardly find a firmer program at a price. Available on: iOS and Android Our best free text apps aren't for everyone – no matter how hard we try. Don't forget to check out Facebook Messenger, Apple iMessage and Google
Hangouts. Most chat apps are looking for new ways to integrate SMS these days. Let us know in the comments below if you have other, free-text solutions worth mentioning. Editor's recommendations
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